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Aggregation kinetics and stability of structures formed by magnetic microspheres
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Stable rings formed by magnetization-controllable microspheres at zero field are observed and reported in
this Rapid Communication. The magnetic microspheres were made by plating glass beads with a critical
thickness of Ni film. We found that the ring leading to magnetic flux closure is the most stable configuration.
At high concentrations, all individual rings, chains, and clusters join together to form a netlike structure. A
computer simulation based on the dipole-dipole interaction, without thermal noise, has been carried out, and
the results are in good agreement with the experimental observations. Based on an analytic approach we give
a simple explanation of the formation and stability of rings.@S1063-651X~99!50105-0#

PACS number~s!: 83.10.Pp, 82.70.Dd, 61.43.Hv
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The spatial configurations of magnetic microspheres
colloid and complex fluids is an interesting issue concern
the magnetic materials, nonlinear science, and fundame
statistical mechanics. As early as the 1970’s, de Gennes
Pincus@1# predicted that without a magnetic field the ma
netic particles suspended in a passive liquid form rando
orientedchains competing with closedrings and clusters.
Under an external fieldH, they change tochainsalong the
field direction. Although some preliminary investigation
have been carried out@2–5#, no direct evidence supportin
the prediction has been reported to date. The effect of l
range dipolar forces on the dynamics of growth proces
and on the structure of growing aggregates in colloids
been extensively studied in the framework of particle-clus
aggregation@6# and cluster-cluster aggregation@5#, but the
interesting effect of ring formation and competition of clos
rings with open chains has not been observed.

For the purpose of the experiments, we fabrica
magnetization-controllable microspheres by coat
uniform-size glass beads with a nickel layer of given thic
ness. By using such microspheres we could study the pa
formation in two dimensions, and we found that the featu
of pattern formation are in good agreement with the theo
ical predictions of de Gennes and Pincus@1#. We observed
that ~a! microspheres prefer to form isolated rings in lo
concentrations and change to cluster or netlike structur
high concentrations,~b! rings leading to magnetic flux clo
sure are the most stable configurations. A two-dimensio
dynamic simulation, based on the dipole-dipole interact
without thermal noise, has been carried out to support
observations. Based on the simulation and the analytic in
tigation of stability of aggregates we could draw interest
conclusions on the aggregation kinetic and ground state
formation of the ensemble of magnetic microspheres in
absence of annealed disorder.

In order to obtain moment-controllable spherical particl
we selected uniform glass microspheres with average di

*Permanent address: Department of Theoretical Physics, Kos
Lajos University, P.O. Box 5, H-4010, Debrecen, Hungary.
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eters of 47mm as an initial core and coated a thin layer
nickel using electroless plating@7#. We found that, for mi-
crospheres with a moderate value of magnetic moments,
optimum thickness of nickel ranges from 2.5 to 4mm. The
magnetization of microspheres used in our experimen
about 1.56 emu/cm3, which can be calculated by multiplying
the volume of the nickel shell with the saturation magneti
tion of nickel at 480 emu/cm3 @8#. The dimensionless param
eter Kdd , characterizing the strength of the magnetic co
pling relative to the thermal energy, is

Kdd5
m2

d3kBT
5

p2

36

M2d3

kBT
. ~1!

Hence, at a fixed ambient temperatureT the value ofKdd can
be controlled by adjusting either the magnetizationM or the
diameterd of the particles. Here, the value ofKdd is about
1.693106. In the experiments the optical side of a six inc
Si wafer was used as the bottom plate on which four pla
barriers are mounted to form a container filled with alcoh
or oil. The pattern evolution of microspheres in the contain
was monitoredin situ by a charge-coupled device~CCD!
camera and a video recorder. First, the nickel-coated mi
spheres were magnetized inside an electromagnet and
dispersed randomly onto the container as seen in Fig. 1~a!,
where some short chains coexisted with a few rings and c
ters. Due to the relatively large particle size, this state
mained unchanged if there was no external perturbation.
ter we perturbed the system by slightly vibrating the wafer
overcome the frictional barrier, individual microsphere
short chains, and small clusters began to move and f
longer chains or longer clusters. Simultaneously, so
chains or clusters closed themselves to form rings@see Fig.
1~b!#. The final pattern is exhibited in Fig. 1~c!, where almost
all rings and clusters joined together to form a netlike str
ture. It has to be noted that comparing our experimental
sults to ones known in the literature@5#, the main difference
is that our aggregates do not have ramified structure, i.e.
chains and rings have regular shapes. The absence o
Brownian effect in our case is due to the much larger part
th
R4758 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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size compared to Ref.@5#. The relatively larger particle size
hinders the Brownian motion and it also results in a lar
value of dipole momentm leading to stronger magnetic cou
pling ~i.e., largeKdd) at a moderate level of magnetizatio
M. The Brownian motion of small size particles and the p
larization, due to the higher level of magnetization in R
@5#, seem to be the main reasons why it is impossible
observe the competition of regularly shaped rings and ch
there.

To support the above argument and to gain deeper ins
into the aggregation process, we have studied the pa
formation in the absence of an external magnetic field a
by computer simulation. In the simulation, the system un
consideration is modeled as the monodispersive suspen
of nonBrownian soft particles of numberN with diameterd
and magnetic momentm @m5M (pd3/6)#. The particles are
represented by moving spheres in a two-dimensional pla

The time evolution of the system is followed by solvin
the equations of motion for the translational degrees of fr
dom of the particles~molecular dynamics@9#! and followed
by applying a relaxation technique to also capture the ro
tion of the dipoles. The particles are subjected to dipo
dipole interaction, to hydrodynamic resistance due to th
motion relative to the liquid phase, and to an elastic restor
force ~soft particle dynamics! in order to take into accoun
the finite size of the particles. The magnetic forceFW i j

m , acting

between two dipolesmeW i andmeW j , separated by distancer i j ,
is

FW i j
m5m2

3

r i j
4 @5 cosb i cosb jnW i j 2cos~b i2b j !nW i j

2eW i cosb j2eW j cosb i #

5m2fW i j
m , ~2!

wherenW i j denotes the unit vector pointing from dipolei to
dipole j, and b i , b j are the angles of the direction of th
dipoles with respect tonW i j . The hydrodynamic forceFW i j

hyd on
a sphere is treated as Stockes’s drag

FW i
hyd52anW i , ~3!

FIG. 1. ~a!–~c! show the evolution of the ring, chain, and clust
formed by the magnetic microspheres dispersed on the silicon w
under slight vibration.~d!–~f! show the time evolution of the ag
gregation process obtained by computer simulation.
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where the parametera depends on the particle size and vi
cosity of the fluid, andnW i5drW i /dt denotes the velocity of
particle i. In order to take into account the finite size of th
particles we apply the so-called soft particle dynamics, i
the particles are allowed to overlap each other up to so
extent during their motion. We introduce the elastic restor
force FW i j

cont ~contact force! between the overlapping particle
according to the Herz contact law@10#

FW i j
cont52k~d2r i j !

3/2
•nW i j 52k fW i j

cont, ~4!

wherek is a material dependent constant. For simplicity,
the simulations the system is supposed to be fully diss
tive, noninertial. Hence,

drW i

dt
5

m2

a
(

j
fW i j

m2
k

a (
r i j ,2R

fW i f
cont, i 51, . . . ,N, ~5!

the first order differential equation system is solved nume
cally to obtain the trajectory of the particles@9#, starting from
a random spatial configuration. Motivated by the experim
tal observations, the equation of the motion@Eq. ~5!# does
not contain a stochastic component, i.e., randomness is in
duced into the model solely through the random initializati
of position of the particles and the direction of their dipo
moments~quenched disorder!. This implies that the simula-
tion corresponds to the caseKdd5` and, hence, the trajec
tory of particles is determined. Without loss of generali
the parameter values used in the simulations arem2/a51
andk/a were chosen such that the overlap of the contact
particles is always much smaller thand. The rotation of the
particles due to the dipole-dipole interaction is not dynam
cally implemented. Instead, after each integration step of
~5!, a self-consistent relaxation algorithm is used to find
equilibrium orientation of dipoles where no torque acts
them anymore. The periodic boundary condition is used
both directions in the two-dimensional simulation. The sim
lation results can be seen in Figs. 1~d!–1~f!. Comparing the
patterns presented in Fig. 1, it can be seen that the simula
results are in good agreement with the experimental on
which justifies that the dipolar interaction is already suf
cient for the occurrence of phenomena.

Figure 2 displays the effects of concentration of micr
sphere per unit area on the patterns. In low concentrati
most microspheres form isolated rings@Fig. 2~a!#. When the
concentration is increased, individual rings, connected rin
and clusters appeared simultaneously@see Fig. 2~b!#. How-
ever, if the concentration was increased to a certain value
rings and chains connected to form closed clusters or ne
structures. In this case, almost no individual ring was o
served@see Fig. 2~c!#. The simulation results performed wit
different concentrations are shown in Figs. 2~d!–2~f!, where
again the good agreement between theory and experim
can be seen.

It is easy to show by analytic means that the deepest
ergy confirmation of dipoles is a ring, whenever the numb
of dipoles exceeds three@11,12#. In spite of this, the forma-
tion of rings in a suspension is not obvious to understa
especially in the absence of annealed disorder, since the
polar interaction tries to locally align the dipole moments.
obtain information about the chain-ring transition and t

fer
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stability of these structures, we calculated analytically h
the energy of a chain ofN dipoles changes when the chain
gradually bent and finally closed to create a ring. The grad
deformation of a chain is performed in such a way that
particles are always constrained onto a circle character
by an angleg, the value of which varies between 0~straight
chain! and 2p ~closed ring!. It is supposed that during th
deformation the dipole moments point into the direction
the local tangent of a circle. Summing over all the possi
pairs of dipoles, the energy per particlewN(g) of a deformed
chain ofN elements as a function ofg can be cast into the
form

wN~g!52
m2 sin3~g/2N!

Nd3 (
i 51

N21
11cos2~ ig/2N!

sin3~ ig/2N!
~N2 i !.

~6!

In Fig. 3, wN(g) is plotted as a function ofg for several
values ofN. Note that the limiting casesg→0 andg→2p of
Eq. ~6! give the energy of a straight chain and of a perf

FIG. 2. Patterns formed at different concentrations. Here,
concentrations for~a!, ~b!, and ~c! are 1.89, 20.08, and 42.95 %
respectively.~d!–~f! show the results of the computer simulations
the corresponding systems.

FIG. 3. The dimensionless ratioWN(g) andm2/d3 for four dif-
ferent values ofN. g varies between 0 and 2p.
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ring, respectively. It can be observed in Fig. 3 that, forN
.3, the ring configuration has the deepest energy. T
minima ofwN(g) corresponding to the straight chain and t
perfect ring configurations are separated by a maximumwN

max

with a positiongN
max.

The chains have a certain rigidity against bending, sin
in the bent chain, the dipoles are not in the energetica
favorable fully aligned configuration anymore. Howeve
when the bending angle exceeds the threshold valuegN

max,
the energy starts to decrease again, and the closing o
chain becomes favorable. This is due to the attraction of
ends that are close to each other. This has important co
quences on the mechanism of the ring formation. A ri
cannot be formed from a single chain. One has to overco
a broad potential barrier to bend the chain until it will clos
Also, a single chain tends to grow longer along a straight l
until there are mobile single balls or very short chains arou
its ends. Therefore, a ring can only form from two or mo
open chains of appropriate relative position, direction, a
polarization. It is not difficult to see that the emergence
such chains is not purely due to the disorder present; i
encouraged by the closed loops of the magnetic field lin
The aggregation process of chains leading to the creatio
two rings is demonstrated in Fig. 4. At the beginning
process, the dipoles that happen to be very close to e
other in initial random configuration align and stick togeth
forming pairs and short chains. While their magnetic fie
makes single dipoles around their ends align them, it for
nearby dipoles in the perpendicular direction from them
take the opposite polarization. This way, chains of one
larization encourage the formation of parallel chains of o
posite polarization. One can see in Fig. 4~a! that parallel
short chains just being formed really tend to be polariz
more or less oppositely. Such parallel chains attract e
other, and they may soon form small rings@e.g., the ring with
five particles in Figs. 4~a!–4~c!#, or grow longer before their
ends join. The ends may get closer to each other not only
the attractive force, but also by bridges built from more m
bile short chains, which are moved by the magnetic fi
between the ends to fill the gap. The above argument

e FIG. 4. Magnified view of a region of the suspension whe
rings of 5 and 19 dipoles appear. The four snapshots of the si
lation show the aggregation process leading to the formation
magnetic rings.
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implies that the ground state of the system is in ring confi
ration in the limit of small concentrations, while at larg
concentrations, the chains may freeze in the local ene
minimal forming branching cluster instead of rings.

To quantify the stability of rings, from Eq.~6! we calcu-
lated the total energyWN

open required to open up a ring ofN
dipolesWN

open5N@wN
max2wN(2p)#, i.e., the deepness of en

ergy valley of rings in Fig. 3 multiplied byN. It can be
observed in Fig. 5 thatWN

open is an increasing function ofN
and it tends to a limiting value for largeN. Another charac-
teristic quantity of the stability of rings is the forceF that has
to be exerted for the opening.

It can be shown that, in the vicinity of the bending ang
g52p, the opening forceF is proportional to the derivative

FIG. 5. WN
open divided by m2/d3 as a function ofN. The inset

showsdwN /dg divided by m2/d3 at g52p vs N obtained from
Eq. ~6!.
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of wN(g) with respect tog. In the inset of Fig. 5 one can
observe that the derivativedwN /dg at g52p shows qualita-
tively the same behavior asWN

open, i.e., the opening forceF
also saturates for largeN. It has to be emphasized that th
above analytic results cannot be obtained in the framew
of the simple model of Ref.@12# where only the neares
neighbor interaction was taken into account, neglecting
important long range interaction of dipoles. The stability
the rings has been tested experimentally, which is show
Fig. 6, where the system was subjected to strong vibrati
on a mechanic shaker. In Fig. 6, we marked rings asa, b, and
c, and then traced their whole trajectories under the vib
tion. The rings were very stable during the entire proce
while the morphologies of the neighboring chains chang
rapidly.

F. Kun is very grateful for the financial support of th
SOROS Foundation. He also acknowledges financial sup
from OTKA T-023844.

FIG. 6. Investigating the ring’s stability under strong vibratio
by using a mechanic shaker.
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